
Changing lives, transforming organizations 

JOLT	  is	  a	  holis,c	  Self	  Intelligence	  system	  that	  
equips	  individuals,	  teams	  and	  organiza,ons	  to	  thrive 

EFFICIENTLY PROFITABLY CONSCIOUSLY 	  
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“As the present now will later be past, 
The order is rapidly fading. 
And the first one now will later be last, 
For the times they are a-changin’” 
— Bob Dylan 



The JOLT system provides a 
Self Intelligence experience 
that aligns the individual to 
your organization's 
purpose, vision, values and 
strategy, creating a 
sustainable high 
performance culture. 

OUR THING For the individual:  
When an individual’s 
thinking, feeling and 
behavior are aligned to the 
organization’s vision, values 
and strategy, it gives them 
meaning and purpose to 
their every day activities. 

For the organization:  
When there is high trust, 
people are open in their 
communication, resulting 
in collaboration and 
creative solutions. 
These are the building 
blocks for a high 
performance organization 
that is financially successful 
fulfilling a greater purpose 
in the community. 

“Strategy without culture is 
powerless, and culture without 
strategy is aimless’” 
— Robert Burgelman 



IT’S TIME 

The world has shifted post-
GFC with organizations 
realizing people want more 

Meaning & 
Empowerment 
in their work. Organizations 
can’t afford to have zombies 
who just clock in and clock 
out each day. Your 
organization needs to move 
with this shift or risk 
becoming extinct. 

Industrial Age 20th C  Conscious Age 21st C  
Capitalism Conscious Business 

Greed Philanthropy 

Entrepreneurism Social Entrepreneurism 

Led by command Conscious leadership 

Centralization Decentralization 

Sales Led Brand Led 

Disempowerment Empowerment 

Excessive Bureaucracy Agile & Lean 

Efficiency Led Innovation Led 

Competition Collaboration 

Scarcity Abundance 

Product Driven Customer driven 

Secrecy Transparency 
“We can not solve our problems 
with the same level of thinking 
that created them” — Albert 
Einstein  





PEOPLE EFFECT 

SELF AWARENESS – Knowing 

SELF MANAGEMENT – Doing 

To be conscious of your thoughts, 
emotions, behaviors & capabilities, 
how you are affected by them and 
how they affect others.    

1 

2
The ability to evaluate your 
thoughts, emotions, behaviors & 
capabilities, and manage them 
according to what challenges are 
presented to you for the most 
successful outcome. 

SELF INTELLIGENCE IS 
A META COMPETENCY 
a competency above other 
competencies. Increasing 
one’s Self Intelligence 
improves many areas 
including: 
• Leadership 
• Strategy execution  
• Engagement  
• Change agility  
• Trust & collaboration 
• Confidence & courage  
• Creativity & Innovation 

“Knowing others is wisdom,   
knowing the self is enlightenment.”  
- Tao Te Ching 



BUSINESS EFFECT 

When a collective of individuals have high 
Self Intelligence and are aligned to the 
organization’s purpose, vision,  values and 

strategy the culture will flourish, creating the 
environment for a high performing 
organization.  

TOXIC HEALTHY HIGH PERFORMANCE 
Low trust Medium trust High trust 

Led by command Positively managed Autonomous 

Bullying Support Empowerment 

Blame culture Accountability Full ownership 

Concealing issues Reactive to issues Proactive to issues 

Secrecy & withholding info Transparency when required Transparency of info & comms. 

Withheld resources Available resources Open sharing of resources 

Silos – little communications Open collaboration encouraged High collaboration 

Change resistant Open to change Agile & adaptable 

Fear of challenging status quo Comfortable with environment Constant improvement attitude 

SELF INTELLIGENCE CONTINUUM 

SELF INTELLIGENT ORGANISATIONS 



TOXIC HEALTHY HIGH PERFORMANCE 
Excess bureaucracy Good process Lean process 

No measurement Company KPI’s Frequent self measurement 

Lacking confidence Generally Confident Confident of their success 

Disengagement – High Churn Motivated & engaged Highly motivated & engaged 

Leaders take credit for success and 
blame others for failure 

Some shared credit/blame Shared credit/blame  

Hypocrisy Sincerity Authenticity 

Disregard to work/life unity Work/life balance Work/life unity 

Wellness issues – Stress/sickness Good health encouraged Self Health conscious 

No purpose Purpose Purpose beyond profit 

Lack of vision/Incongruent values Leader created vision/values Shared vision & value aligned 

Self centered Customer focused Customer driven 

Scarcity mentality Sustainability mentality Abundance mentality 

SELF INTELLIGENCE CONTINUUM CONT’D 

The Self Intelligence Continuum covers the 
most common individual/cultural traits within an 
organization. Our diagnostic will determine 
where your business is positioned within this 
framework.   

“Human behavior is only 
unpredictable and dangerous if you 
don’t start from humanity in the first 
place.” ― Stan Slap 



263  

192 
Top quartile companies 
compared to bottom 
quartile for engagement 

ENGAGEMENT (Gallup) 

studies	  
across 	  

companies	  

22% higher profitability 	  

10% higher customer ratings 	  

28% less theft 	  

48% fewer safety incidents 

350 billion 
Disengagement costs  

to the US economy 

annually or at least 

$2,246 loss  
per person annually	  

$3,400 to $10,000 - 
Decreased productivity of each 
disengaged employee costs each 
employer in salary.    

CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

70% of change management programs fail.  

Why? People resist change.  
Even if they know intellectually that the change is better for 
them if their emotional needs aren’t addressed they will resist.   

DISENGAGEMENT 

THE REALITY 



THE SYSTEM 

STRATEGY 
We work with you to determine 
where you are currently 
positioned in relation to 
executing your strategy and 
creating a roadmap forward. 

SHIFT 
This is the main intervention 
where we will facilitate the JOLT 
Challenge®, the Self Intelligence 
foundation program, to create 
the required mind shift. 

SUSTAIN 
Every organism requires 
sustenance to grow and your 
culture is no different. We work 
with you to ensure sustainable 
alignment for your culture.	  	  



 JOLT Discovery  
The co-design of the Culture 
Strategy includes the JOLT 
Diagnostic and Lighthouse 
Workshop with key stakeholders. 

It provides an outside-in perspective on 
the landscape of the organization and 
creates a rollout strategy unique for your 
organization. 

Stage 1: CULTURE CHECK 

“JOLT Challenge is an incredible tool for stimulating change and 
growth in self. When you start with that cornerstone of self-trust, the 
life you build reflects your core values, affecting every aspect of your 
world. Your health, wealth, and relationships will benefit, helping you 
maximise results and create positive change.” 
— Stephen M.R. Covey, Author of The Speed of Trust 



JOLT Challenge® 
The award-winning program that follows 
the SET methodology:  
S = Self- directed, E = Experiential, T = Time-spaced. 
Includes: 
   11 weekly facilitated onsite workouts 
   Book & Journal and other required resources. 
   Self Assessment Module (SAM) 

TRAIN THE TRAINER (T3) 
For organizations that want to license the system 
internally wanting their own accredited Trainers. 
Prior experience in training and facilitation is a 
must. 

JOLT C1 Premium Coaching 
For leaders going through JOLT Challenge.   
You work with certified coaches to help you 
maximize your time and investment. 

JOLT IGNITE – The short, sharp 1-day intensive 
workout that is your mini-JOLT Challenge.  

Stage 2: CULTURE SHIFT 



JOLT Central 
The online community for Alumni to 
add to their toolkit and  for those 
looking for daily motivation and a 
place to be inspired.  

JOLT SELF – Team led JOLT workouts 
for those who have completed JOLT 
Challenge to keep the Self Intelligence 
learning alive. 

JOLT BOOSTERS – Deep dive 
workouts led by an accredited JOLT 
Challenge trainer that focus on a specific 
topic tailored to the needs of the team/
organization.   

JOLT C3 – Peer coaching sessions where 
team members present and examine work-
related issues to gain better insight for 
better practice.   

JOLT CONNECT  - Community 
workouts where like-minded people come 
together to enhance their lives. 

Stage 3: CULTURE SUSTENANCE 



Logic Model
Dr Jane Davidson has also designed the logic model that integrates the questionnaires from SAM as to determined outcomes based on each week module through 
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WEEK MODULES IMMEDIATE OUTCOMES SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES
MEDIUM-TERM 

OUTCOMES
LONG-TERM OUTCOMES

1

Strengthen your 

foundations
Æ

Understanding barriers to 

learning

Æ
Ì

Better prevention of problems 

we cause (like procrastination)
Æ

Increased 
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2 Ì Ê Ê Ç Ì
Discover your amazing 

brain
Æ

Understanding of how we 

learn & how to optimise it

Æ
Ì

Taking small steps to achieve 

goals
Æ

Better time 

management
Æ Reduction in stress

3 È Ê Ê È Ì

Maximise your energy 

(better nutrition, sleep, 

exercise, etc)

Openness to learning

Æ

Ì

Better self-intelligence, self-

awareness, concentration
Æ

Æ

Better 

communication

Æ Reduction in absenteeism Æ
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More energised, physically
Better work/life 

balance, happiness

4 Ì Ê Ì ÇÈ Ì È
Action your success 

strategies

Actions to optimise mental 

& physical state
Æ

Discovering & using more 

opportunities for growth

Ê
Æ

People passionate 

about work
Æ

Improved productivity/ 

peak performance culture
Æ

5 Ì Ì ÇÈ Ê Ç Ê

Master your emotions
Understanding key success 

strategies

Æ
Ì

Internal locus of control; 

feeling of having choice
Æ

The right people in 

the right jobs
Æ
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6 Ì Ê ÇÈ Ê Ê

Explore your behaviour Æ
Understanding your 

emotions and fears and 

how to balance them

Æ
Emotional balance; increased 

R^]½ST]RT
Æ

Increased 

collaboration and 

socialisation

È

7 Ì Ê Ì È
Organisational 

performance 

improvement
Align your needs Æ

Understanding needs, 

values, desires, dreams; 

linking them to purpose

Æ
Ì

Better alignment with the 

organisation’s values (or, taking 

action to change jobs)

Æ
Organisational 

commitment and 

loyalty

Æ

8 Ê ÇÈ Ì Ç Ê
Unleash your creative 

mindset Ì
Concrete plan for your 

future self; goal setting
Æ

Finding a purpose, calling, 

passion
Æ

Openness & adapt-

iveness to change
Æ

Increased creativity and 

innovation at work

9 Ê È Ê

Map your future

Ê Understanding how to use 

creativity to break out of 

old patterns

Æ
Openness to ideas, critique, 
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problem solving

Ì ÇÈ Ê Ç

Interacting with 

workmates in class 

sessions

Æ
Getting to know 

workmates Æ

Generating creative ideas

É Increased sense of 

trustÆ

Indirect outcome 



            

CASE STUDY:   
 Senior managers from Retail and 
Business banking 

THE PAIN 
Westpac had two siloed management 
teams that wanted a stronger connection 
between the team members. The 
company has a “One Team” philosophy 
that was more walk than talk in these 
particular groups. They hadn’t much 
experience of working together and had 
very different approaches to how they 
achieved results. 

THE RESULTS 
The following impacts are a direct result of 
JOLT Challenge: 
93% felt an increase in collaboration and 
socialisation with fellow participants  
100% experienced an increase sense of 
trust among participants 

 100% of the participants would 
recommend JOLT Challenge. 

“The JOLT Challenge experience has 
been very rewarding personally and also 
as a vehicle to build a strong team 
dynamic to take our business forward. 
Individually we now have a stronger 
understanding of self and also how 
others think, behave and act. This has 
helped the team build trust quickly 
amongst the group which has translated 
into real business results. Over the past 9 
weeks previously strong silos have been 
knocked down and "real" conversations 
started for the benefit of our customers, 
staff and financial results. JOLT 
Challenge has assisted us to work 
together as "One Team" to improve the 
cross business interactions, action 
planning, and business results with an 
increase in referral business between the 
two businesses”  
— Jason Stephens, Auckland Regional     

 Manager Retail Banking 

THE JOLT EFFECT 



FEEDBACK 
“I can’t say enough how much benefit we got as a result of 
getting our crew onto the JOLT program. People are our 
greatest asset and it is ideal that we have found a tool that 
helps our people develop both professionally and 
personally.” — Tim Alpe, JUCY Rentals 

“The JOLT Challenge programme is simply outstanding.  
The creators have managed to bring together the most 
comprehensive set of information, tools and activities for 
anyone who is serious about their personal growth and 
development.” — Michelle Maidens, ASB Bank 

“I think all organisations could benefit from undertaking 
JOLT. The collaboration alone brings value to businesses. 
For businesses experiencing great change it really is 
essential to break down the walls and embrace working as 
a team to meet the objectives, JOLT is a great tool to aid 
this.” — Stacey van der Putten, Taylors Laundry Services 

“The JOLT Challenge is a great personal leadership course 
that re-energises and establishes a platform for growth in 
your business or career.”— Joanne McCrae, Deloitte 



PURPOSE 

VISION 

VALUES 
Holistic 

Harmony 
Simple 

Excellence 
Experiential 

Wisdom 
Safely 

Uncomfortable 
Purposeful 

Passion 
Intelligent 

Play 

Mind Warriors International Ltd  (MWIL) was 
founded in 2004 by Wade Jackson & Steve Hill, which was 
followed by 5 years of research and development in designing 
JOLT Challenge. This was launched to the market after 
extensive pilot programs .  

MIND WARRIORS 

Better People, Better Planet 

Raising Human Consciousness through Self Intelligence 



We are dedicated to working with 
organizations who want to make a conscious 
difference to their people and to the planet.  
We believe organizations should be a place 
where people come to work because they 
want to not because they have to. 

A place of trust with openness and 
transparency, where co-creativity is nurtured 
and celebrated and people are empowered.  

It is a place where there is social responsibility 
and accountability to the community and the 
environment.  

We understand it’s the people inside the 
organization that bring values to life and 
create culture. Ultimately it’s their beliefs that 
will determine the profitability of the 
business.  

Plenty of people talk about the WHAT and the 
WHY of the importance of cultural alignment. 
Mind Warriors International's JOLT system is 
the HOW TO solution that organization's 
leaders need to create this cultural alignment. 

WHY US 

Mind Warriors International Ltd  
head office is located at:	  
Level 1, 166 Richmond Road,  
Grey Lynn, Auckland 1021,  
New Zealand. 
P: +64 9 623 1997 
E: enquiries@mindwarriors.com 

 Thank you for your interest in the JOLT 
System    

MWIL have an expert academic advisory panel 
ensuring it is scientifically robust. After five 
years of research & development and another 
five years of gaining amazing case studies 
within a diverse range of business and 
government organizations, MWIL is taking 
JOLT to the world. Join us in making a 
difference! 


